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LONDON: Global stock markets extended a
global sell-off yesterday on rising prospects of
Britain next week voting to leave the European
Union. Investors meanwhile started paying for
the privilege of owning rock-solid German
government bonds as fears of a possible Brexit
and economic worries caused a rush to the
safety of German debt. Strong demand for
German sovereign bonds, known as “Bunds”,
caused prices to peak, in turn pushing their
yields into negative territory for the first time
ever.

“The nervousness around the Brexit story

increased the volatility in global bond markets,”
said Ipek Ozkardeskaya, market analyst at
traders London Capital Group. In a bid to seek
safety, traders are piling also into the yen and
gold, or alternative haven investments.
Yesterday, the euro hit a 3.5-year low at 118.52
yen. Asian stocks slipped yesterday ahead of
the US Federal Reserve’s two-day meeting that
begins later in the day, amid growing worries
this month’s referendum in Britain could see it
exit the European Union. The pound and euro
have suffered in recent sessions as economists
fear a so-called Brexit would tip Europe back

into recession. Voters appear divided ahead of
the June 23 referendum, with the “Out” cam-
paign widening its lead over the “In” camp,
according to two opinion polls published by
ICM on Monday.

MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares
outside Japan was down 0.6 percent, after Wall
Street lost ground for the third straight session.
Japan’s Nikkei stock index skidded 1.5 percent
after tumbling 3.5 percent on Monday. “Short-
term hedge funds have started betting on
Brexit, and futures players will likely dominate
the market’s move today,” said Norihiro Fujito,

World stocks unravel on growing Brexit fears
senior investment strategist at Mitsubishi
UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities.

The benchmark 10-year Japanese gov-
ernment bond yield fell to as low as
minus-0.175 percent, a fresh record,
before edging back to minus-0.170 per-
cent.

Uncertainty over this week’s Federal
Reserve policy meeting has weighed on
markets, though the US central bank is
widely expected to leave rates
unchanged after the much weaker-than-
expected May nonfarm payrolls report.
“The committee was actively preparing
markets for a June-July rate hike until the
release of the May employment report
and is unlikely to give up its tightening
bias absent additional information that
labour markets are weakening,” analysts
at Barclays wrote.

“Nevertheless, the abrupt slowing in
employment and falling long-run infla-
tion expectations should raise alarm bells,
and risk management concerns suggest
delaying action until after the outcome of
the UK referendum,” they said.

Caution across markets was rein-
forced also by policy meetings of the
US, Japanese and British central banks
taking place this week. The Federal
Reserve will conclude a two-day meet-
ing Wednesday and whi le  i t  is  not
expected to hike interest rates for sever-
al months, investors hope it will give
some guidance on monetary policy. 

Opinion is divided on whether the
Bank of Japan will add to its stimulus
when it  f inishes i ts  own gathering
tomorrow, while the same day the Bank
of  England is widely expected to hold

rates at 0.5 percent. “Expectations of
weak global growth and ever-enduring
easy monetary policy, likely to be rein-
forced at central bank meetings this
week, is seeing a mass  exit from equi-
ties and feeding demand for bonds,
sending yields to record lows,” said
Jasper Lawler, analyst at traders CMC
Markets.

Around 1030 GMT in stock market
trades, London’s benchmark FTSE 100
index was down 1.3 percent compared
with Monday’s close. In the eurozone,
Frankfurt’s DAX 30 lost 0.7 percent and
the Paris CAC 40 slid 1.4 percent.

Elsewhere on currency markets, the
British pound dropped against the dol-
lar and was steady versus the euro after
Britain’s most-read newspaper The Sun
urged readers  to vote to leave the
European Union in an editorial yester-
day. On Monday, the pound had hit
two-month lows against the dollar and
European single currency. With just
over a week to go until Britain’s referen-
dum, a series of polls have put the pro-
leave camp in front, raising the possibil-
ity that its four-decade ties to the bloc
could be cut.

The prospect of one of the biggest
economies in the EU breaking away has
led to warnings of a new wave of world
market turmoil as they struggle to recov-
er from the panic that wiped trillions off
valuations at the start of the year. The
Bank of England, Swiss National Bank
and the Bank of Japan will also meet this
week, and are similarly expected to
stand pat on policy with the Brexit vote
looming. —Agencies


